
Green Mountain Club, Montpelier Section
Executive Committee Meeting
11 January 200, 7:11 p.m.

The meeting at Allen Jacob’s home was called to order at 7:11 p.m. by President Bill Clark. 

In attendance: Bill Clark (President), Jill Aspinall (Vice President), David Blumenthal (Web
master) Charlene Bohl (Publicity Coordinator), Ann Burcroff (GMC Director), Ken Hertz
(Treasurer), Allen Jacobs (Membership Coordinator), Sylvia Plumb (Secretary), Duncan Wilkie
(Trails and Shelters Coordinator) Guests: Andrew Nuquist (President, GMC), Eric Seidel

A. Old Business

1.) Acceptance of minutes from previous meeting (October 2004) – MOTION: accept
minutes of October 13, 2004 with the addition of the e-mail correspondence and
decisions regarding putting money into a CD and the section being exempt from charging
sales tax. The motion was seconded and passed.

 
2.) Sterling Pond / Watson Camp  ~ Duncan Wilkie, Eric Seidel, and Dave Blumenthal

shared a  design for the new Sterling Pond shelter. It is 16 ft. square – a slightly larger
footprint than the current shelter so that it will accommodate the proper number of
people. It is open on two sides to make things less comfortable for winter partying. Sides
will be able to be added or moved for the change in seasons. The overhang is two feet. 

The shelter cost estimate is $4,420.  GMC Director of Field Programs Dave Hardy said
Peregrine Outfitters might be interested in donating $3,000. The shelter would be built in
two phases – 2005 put the walls up and 2006 put the roof on. Watson would come down
in 2006. A helicopter would be used for transporting materials and taking the Watson out.
Using a Smugglers Notch snow cat is also possible.

Bill C. wanted the committee to answer three questions. Shall we 1.) approve the design?
2.) approve the budget 3.) approve the possible donation from Peregrine Outfitters.

MOTION: Duncan Wilkie moved to accept the design and cost of about $20 square foot.
Eric Seidel seconded it.

Design discussion: the estimate should be for three sides rather than two; we could use
pressure treated lumber or spruce. Sterling Shelter lasted 40 years and it was stick built.
Most shelters are now being built to last 50 years. Eric assured us this one would do that,
especially with a metal roof because the life of that is a minimum of 50.

MOTION passed. ACTION: Bill C. will put together letter and send the construction
design and letter to the GMC Trails and Shelters Committee.

As for the Peregrine donation, the committee would like to find out about any stipulations
that come with the donation.

Other comments: Eric Seidel said the gable ends could be closed up. Also, building it



over two years rather than one is so that volunteers don’t have to dedicate their summer
to the shelter. GMC headquarters is pushing for the shelter to be built in 2005.

3.) There is a 50th anniversary meeting on January 26. The entertainment at annual meeting
will be a 50th anniversary slideshow.

4.) Planning Update – Jill Aspinall

Annual Meeting: We will do written reports, a shorter business meeting, Ben Rose will
do a short talk. We will nail things down at the March Executive Meeting so we
understand ahead of time what we are doing. We will need to approve the minutes from
2004. QUESTIONS: Who is attending? How can everyone help? Some specific items to
discuss: Solo First Aid.

Discussion: Allen Jacobs suggested all annual meeting paperwork go into Trail Talk so
that folks see it ahead of time. But Bill C. that wouldn’t work well this time around do to
schedules. A suggestion was made to put meeting earlier in the day, but it is on a week
day. There is a question about whether the Bylaws specify that there has to be a quorum
for voting. ACTION: Sylvia P. will check. We need to make the meeting go more quickly.

Taylor Series: There was confusion over the press release—whether GMC headquarters
was doing or the section. Jill would like section to do as well as GMC headquarters. A
flyer for the talk would be nice too. Charlene will do the flyer and Duncan will help
distribute. Ann Burcroff is in charge of refreshments. She needs cookie sign ups. The
cider heater will come from GMC. Jill is still recruiting volunteers. The Taylor Series is
in good shape. There is a $100 insurance certification.

5.) Policy for section list-serve capability – Dave Blumenthal. Dave advised that we don’t
really need a policy at this point. If someone stats sending irrelevant stuff then we can ask
them to stop and then take them off the list. He doesn’t feel we need any other action or
policy. ACTION: Let’s encourage use of the Web site for trip reports. Andrew Nuquist
asked if there are hard copies somewhere. Ken and Jill said YES! 

Ken H. asked if we should pursue a database that John Buddington is working on that is
searchable and could be used for submitting trip announcements to the Long Trail News,
the media, Trail Talk, etc. ACTION: Bill C. requested that Dave B. and Ken H. come
back later with more information.

6.) Nancy Schulz fundraising proposal – First hike had five attendees. Ann Burcroff
mentioned the write up in The World was excellent. Bill C. said we all need to support it
by attending her hikes. Jill A. suggested the tally come off the Web so it doesn’t say zero
pledges. ACTION: Sylvia will ask if we can do an article (in Long Trail News???)

7.) Reports – Bill thanked everyone for submitting them.
 
Ann Burcroff – reported on the GMC leadership retreat of November 13. 
Andrew Nuquist reported for Fred Jordan on the Capital Campaign. Ben signed a contract
with Dimont Associates to run the campaign. Kate, who is working at the GMC office for



Dimont, sent an e-mail to section presidents to begin communications. The campaign will
be for $5 million for the barn, stewardship, Long Trail protection, and endowment.
Andrew has confidence the campaign will succeed.

Ken Hertz – Treasurer’s report. He mentioned that we are reporting more income than
expenses but that we should maintain a prudent reserve.

Bill Clark asked about recruiting trip leaders. He said we aren’t having lots of  luck
recruiting new leaders. Should we elevate the role? Discussion to be continued.

B. New Business

1.) Creation of nominating committee for section officers –  Allen will be rotating off as
membership coordinator but he will chair the Nominating Committee. Other members
will be Nancy Jordan and Duncan Wilkie. 

2.) Schedule for Executive Committee Meeting Dates – 

March 15, 2005  — Executive Committee meeting. Need to focus on the annual
meeting at this meeting.  We will also set meeting dates for the rest of the year. The
meeting will be at the home of Ken Hertz.

Annual Meeting – April 1
July 12, 2005  — Executive Committee meeting


